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French favourite, Bonne Maman celebrates
Mother’s Day with Margaret Fulton

Margaret Fulton with her daughter, Suzanne and granddaughters', Kate and Louise.
L- R: Kate Gibbs, Margaret Fulton, Suzanne Gibbs and Louise Fulton Keats.

Margaret Fulton, the doyenne of Australian cooking and one of our most
famous mothers, helped celebrate Mother’s Day with flavour and style at the
delicious Bonne Maman Mother’s Day Breakfast this morning.
Joining Margaret and her family, more than 80 guests including leading
editors and their mothers enjoyed a French themed breakfast at Baroque
Bistro in Sydney.
With the matriarch of Australian cooking on hand, renowned pastry chef,
Jean Michel Raynaud of Baroque Bistro showed guests the many ways to
bring Bonne Maman into the home – from a tasty dollop atop your favourite
natural yoghurt to a sweet accompaniment to a cheese platter.
Guests were also treated to a gift bag filled with Bonne Maman delights and
the exciting new Bonne Maman cookbook, packed full of recipes and a
selection of creative delights using the conserve and its iconic jar.
“It was a wonderful way to celebrate the joy of motherhood and
home cooking,” Margaret Fulton comments. “For me, cooking is part
of family life and I am so proud that my daughter and now her
daughters are also continuing this tradition. Using natural ingredients
and flavours in cooking are an important part of the nurturing process
– something us mothers do so well!”
Crafted in the French village of Biars, Bonne Maman – which translates to
good mother in French – embodies the tenderness and generosity of home
cooking, bringing alive the sweet emotion of long forgotten childhood
memories.

Prepared using traditional methods and natural ingredients, Bonne Maman is
made with only the highest quality fruit. Each piece has been hand picked at
the peak of ripeness and preserved naturally to achieve intense flavour and
lasting freshness.
Much loved Australian cookery expert, Margaret Fulton and her talented
family were great representatives of Australian bonne mamans at this very
French affair.
Margaret, her daughter, Suzanne Gibbs and her granddaughters Louise
Fulton Keats and Kate Gibbs must be one of the most talented families of
women in the Australian food industry. Between the four of them they’ve
published countless cookbooks, studied at Cordon Bleu and written and
produced for the food media for many years.
“Mother’s Day is an important tradition in our house and we always
celebrate with good food and all the family. Bonne Maman is full of
natural goodness and I’ve been very proud to be apart of this
wonderful Bonne Maman event today,” said Margaret.
Available in 370g jars, Bonne Maman’s range of flavours is extensive, offering
a variety of fifteen conserves including Strawberry, Apricot, Blueberry,
Raspberry and Damson Plum. Three new flavours have been recently
released including Redcurrant Jelly, Quince Jelly and Chestnut Cream, which
are also available in 370g jars. RRP $4.99.
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Bonne Maman is available in leading independent supermarkets nationally
and Coles stores throughout Australia. For further information, visit
www.menora.com.au.
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